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ABSTRACT
I have been using SAS® Enterprise Guide® since version 1.1.1 in 2001, and SAS® Studio
since version 3.1 in 2013. SAS Enterprise Guide version 8.1 and SAS Studio version 3.8
have developed immensely from their original releases. This paper tracks their progress and
convergence towards the perfect SAS development environment. If you are not yet using
SAS Enterprise Guide or SAS Studio, then your IT department may be unnecessarily
overworked, and you are missing out on some very useful programming features.

INTRODUCTION
Since the title of this paper was agreed SAS have upgraded SAS Enterprise Guide from
version 8.1 to 8.2, so this paper will be also include features from Enterprise Guide version
8.2 as well.
I will talk about each version of Enterprise Guide and SAS Studio that added new features,
and whether these features improved the environment, or not. In particular the
convergence of Enterprise Guide and SAS Studio will be discussed, and where differences
and omissions still exist.

ENTERPRISE GUIDE
Enterprise Guide projects can be saved in files, but are not compatible with previous
versions, so a previous version of Enterprise Guide can not open a project file saved by a
later version. Older SEG (*.seg) project files could only be opened up to Enterprise Guide
version 4.1, but EGP (*.egp) project files can be opened by later version, and will be
converted to that Enterprise Guide version’s file format, thereby preventing them from
being reopened by previous version.

Version 1
The first version of Enterprise Guide that I used was version 1.1.1. Enterprise Guide created
SEG project files in versions 1 and 2, which could still be opened by later versions up to
version 4.1. The Code Window (see Figure 1. Code Window) used the same Windows object
as interactive SAS for Windows, and continued to do so up to version 4.1, so the editing
experience was familiar for SAS users.
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Figure 1. Code Window
Enterprise Guide was originally marketed as a GUI replacement for SAS/ASSIST®, which had
provided packaged SAS code for non-programming SAS users, and included Microsoft
Agents Peedy (see Figure 2. Peedy the Microsoft Agent helper) and Merlin (parrot and
wizard), and others, as program helpers, but they were removed in version 2. For me this
was a sad time when they were removed, as I had got used to Peedy recommending what I
should be typing.

Figure 2. Peedy the Microsoft Agent helper
Supplied with SAS version 8.1, Enterprise Guide version 1.1 used SAS views to subset SAS
data sets through the Query task, which minimized the size of the work files created. For
the small files used to demonstrate Enterprise Guide functionality this was fairly quick, but
this could be extremely slow when the original SAS data set was large. Views on views were
even slower!
When version 1.2 was introduced with SAS version 8.2, Enterprise Guide was changed to
create subsets SAS data sets, which improved its performance significantly.

Version 2
Before version 2.0 Enterprise Guide users were limited to the tasks supplied in the SAS
installation, so it was a big step forward when Custom Tasks could be written by users using
Microsoft Visual Basic and C++ 6.0. These could be installed using an Add-In Manager
inside Enterprise Guide, or by copying the *.dll files into specific installation or user profile
folders.
Version 2.0 was supplied with SAS version 8.2, but version 2.05 was supplied with SAS
version 9.0 and version 2.1 was supplied with SAS version 9.1.3.
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Version 3
Still using SAS version 9.1.3, Enterprise Guide version 3.0 was redeveloped to use Microsoft
.Net, and introduced EGP project files. Custom Tasks could now be written using Microsoft
Visual Basic .Net and C# .Net.
In Enterprise Guide any program node or nodes can be converted into a Stored Process,
which can be run on a Stored Process Server via a web page. Enterprise Guide can also
generate a VBS file that is scheduled as a Windows Scheduled Task to run a whole EGP
project file. The VBS script can also be run manually to run the project when required.

Version 4
Custom Tasks still utilized Microsoft .Net: Visual Basic and C#, but also any other language
that uses the .Net API, which was introduced in Enterprise Guide version 4.1 (see Figure 3.
Custom Task SAS data set viewer written in Visual Basic .Net).

Figure 3. Custom Task SAS data set viewer written in Visual Basic .Net
There was a difference between the workspace servers accessed by Enterprise Guide in SAS
versions 9.1.3 and 9.2, so version 4.1 could access SAS version 9.1.3 local and remote
servers, and version 9.2 local servers. Enterprise Guide version 4.2 removed access to SAS
version 9.1.3 servers, but could access both SAS version 9.2 local and remote servers.
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Figure 4. Server Window
A bigger advance came with version 4.2, as it started using its own code editor, as the
interactive SAS Enhanced Editor development had been frozen. Another smaller advance,
but still useful for larger process flows, was the introduction of Conditional Processing,
allowing nodes to be run only when specific conditions are met, for example, macro
variables had specific values or specific data sets existed.
Enterprise Guide version 4.3 added Code Window options with SAS syntax help pop-up
windows and code-complete (see Figure 5. Enhanced Editor Options).

Figure 5. Enhanced Editor Options
Version 4.3 also extended access to include SAS versions 9.2 and 9.3 local and remote
servers, and added a Code Analyzer to the Code Window menu to create process flow of
program using PROC SCAPROC.
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Version 5
A 64-bit version of Enterprise Guide became available in version 5.1. Both 32-bit and 64-bit
releases could access SAS versions 9.2, 9.3 and 9.4 local and remote servers, and included
a Data Explorer tool, which did not automatically add the SAS data set to the project.
From Enterprise Guide version 1 there had been Import and Export wizards to convert nonSAS file formats to and from SAS data sets, without the need to license SAS/ACCESS ®, by
using Microsoft Data Access Components installed with Enterprise Guide in Windows. In
version 5.1 the Export wizard could export SAS data sets as XLSX files.

Version 6
In version 6.1 the Data Explorer tool introduced in version 5.1 was updated, so that the SAS
data sets could be optionally added to the project. This was supplied with SAS version 9.4.
When any program is run in Enterprise Guide, the SAS Log and output files are
automatically saved in the EGP project files. In version v6.1 a Log Summary tool was
introduced to analyze the program logs. However, it came with no control over when the log
analysis is done. By default the last SAS Log that was open when the project was saved,
was reanalyzed when the project was reopened. This proved to be its Achilles heel, as
closing a project with a very large log open would reanalyze that Log on reopening that
project, which effectively locked out the project until completed. The only way to avoid this
happening was to deliberately open a program with a small Log file before saving the
project.

Version 7
I was delighted to install Enterprise Guide version 7.1, as it included an updated Log
Summary tool with a check box to switch it off when running programs that generated large
Logs. The other useful feature, but which only worked with programs stored inside a
project, was an interface to Git repositories for retaining program development history, so a
version of a program could be saved in Git, and then compared with later versions to see
where changes had been made.
Version 7.11 added the SAS Enterprise Guide Updater, so that Enterprise Guide can be
updated by users without requiring the manual downloading of update files (see Figure 6.
SAS Enterprise Guide Updater). For all of the corporate maintenance teams, who are now
very concerned about this: there is also a switch to disable this feature! It was this feature
that allowed me to include features from Enterprise Guide version 8.2 in this paper.

Figure 6. SAS Enterprise Guide Updater
SAS Studio Tasks can be shared with Enterprise Guide from version 7.1 from a Single-User
Edition of SAS Studio installed on the same PC. The ability to share SAS Studio Tasks from a
remote Enterprise Edition of SAS Studio was added in Enterprise Guide version 7.11 (see
Figure 7. SAS Studio Tasks in Enterprise Guide version 7.11).
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Figure 7. SAS Studio Tasks in Enterprise Guide version 7.11
Still in version 7, but even later than version 7.11, version 7.13 added an interface to the
SAS Data Step debugger, with windows similar to those seen in interactive SAS.

Version 8
Enterprise Guide version 8.1 changed the initial view when it was opened by adding a Start
Page (similar to Microsoft Visual Studio and other IDEs (Integrated Development
Environments), see Figure 8. Start Page in Enterprise Guide version 8) to direct users to
recent projects, but the programming window is mostly unchanged.

Figure 8. Start Page in Enterprise Guide version 8
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There were, however, improvements made to how a user could arrange the individual
windows within Enterprise Guide, and the examples in the drop-down list helped users to
choose their preferred screen layout (see Figure 9. Screen splits in Enterprise Guide version
8).

Figure 9. Screen splits in Enterprise Guide version 8
Finally, for now, Enterprise Guide version 8.2 now allows windows to float (like my custom
task, see Figure 3. Custom Task SAS data set viewer written in Visual Basic .Net) or be
docked, and added an optional dark theme.

SAS STUDIO
All versions can access SAS version 9.4 local and remote servers, and are accessed using a
web browser, so no local installation or maintenance is necessary. The SAS Programmer
perspective looks similar to the interactive SAS layout, showing tabs for programs, with
CODE, LOG and RESULTS sections associated with each program. SAS University Edition
includes SAS Studio as its development interface. SAS Studio data import wizards require a
SAS/ACCESS for PC Files licence on the SAS server to read Excel and Access files, unlike in
Enterprise Guide, because of the browser platform used may not have any access to the
Microsoft Data Access Components.
Each release has added more Tasks and Snippets, and users can write their own Custom
Tasks using just XML and the Velocity Template Language. As was mentioned earlier, SAS
Studio Tasks can be shared with Enterprise Guide from version 7.1 from a Single-User
Edition of SAS Studio installed on the same PC, and from a remote Enterprise Edition of SAS
Studio from version 7.11 (see Figure 7. SAS Studio Tasks in Enterprise Guide version 7.11).
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Versions 3.1 and beyond
The first public version of SAS Studio (previous known as SAS Web Editor) was version 3.1,
which was introduced in SAS 9.4 M1 in 2013 as an alternative programming environment to
Enterprise Guide and interactive SAS. The only available perspective was later called the
SAS Programmer perspective, including expandable sections for Folders, Tasks, Snippets,
Libraries and File Shortcut, and tabbed windows for Code, Log and Results (see Figure 10.
SAS Programmer perspective in SAS Studio 3.2).

Figure 10. SAS Programmer perspective in SAS Studio 3.2
In SAS Studio version 3.5 the Visual Programmer perspective was added to provide a
process flow view of the programs (see Figure 11. Visual Programmer perspective in SAS
Studio 3.5), similar to that in Enterprise Guide, which can be saved as, and loaded from, a
CPF (*.cpf) file. Like SEG and EGP files, CPF files are zipped collection of XML files, but are
currently not readable by Enterprise Guide.

Figure 11. Visual Programmer perspective in SAS Studio 3.5
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SAS Studio version 3.6 included an experimental feature to import Enterprise Guide project
files into SAS Studio, with the caveat that only SAS Studio-compatible Enterprise Guide
nodes are imported, which was upgraded to a production feature in version 3.7.
The latest SAS Studio version, 3.8, includes an experimental interface to Git repositories for
retaining program development history. This can be updated to the production version with
a hot fix (http://ftp.sas.com/techsup/download/hotfix/HF2/D8F.html#D8F002)

SIMILARITIES BETWEEN ENTERPRISE GUIDE 8.2 AND SAS STUDIO 3.8
While the original versions of Enterprise Guide and SAS Studio were very different to each
other, the latest versions of the two SAS applications have many similarities:
•

Syntax-coloured program editors with context-sensitive help, code reformatting, and
load programs from, and save programs to, disk.

•

Log and results viewers, including viewers for image formats, HTML and PDF files.

•

Process flow display of program nodes allowing individual or all nodes to be run in
sequence.

•

Data can be displayed from SAS libraries, or platform folders and file references.

•

SAS programs are run in a local or a remote SAS Workspace server from both
applications.

•

Programs are run in a SAS session that only closes when the session is explicitly
terminated, so the environment (macros, macro variables, options, etc.) created by
each program will still exist when the next program is run.

•

Both applications can generate PROC SQL code using a drag-and-drop window.

•

The folder where each program is run must be specified before any program is
submitted, otherwise the applications will use the default folder specified by the
server, which may not be as expected.

•

Interface to Git repositories (production in Enterprise Guide 8.1 and SAS Studio
3.8+hot fix) for saving program development history.

•

There are no facilities to run SAS command line statements.

•

It is not possible to run interactive SAS programs, for example, %WINDOW,
%DISPLAY, %INPUT and SAS/AF windowed programs.

MISSING FEATURES
•

SAS Studio can not use Enterprise Guide Custom Tasks.

•

Enterprise Guide can not read SAS Studio projects from CPF project files.

•

There is currently nowhere for Snippets to be saved in Enterprise Guide.

•

SAS Studio can not generate Stored Processes.

•

SAS Studio can not schedule project files by generating VBS scripts.

•

Enterprise Guide Custom Tasks are compiled libraries that are difficult to copy. This
allows vendors to develop and market their own Custom Tasks for Enterprise Guide
without exposing their internal processing. SAS Studio Custom Tasks are plain text
files, so can easily be copied. This could discourage vendors from developing and
marketing their own Custom Tasks for SAS Studio.
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•

Attempting to run programs that use interactive SAS windows generates errors in
the SAS Log, and so can not be used, although SAS/AF and interactive macro
windows are rarely used now.

CONCLUSION
Those readers used to developing programs in IDEs, such as Microsoft Visual Studio,
Eclipse, R-Studio, or Android Studio, would probably not consider Enterprise Guide (now 20
years old) or SAS Studio (now 7 years old) to be a proper IDE yet. There are, however,
features appearing in both SAS applications that approximate to functionality in the other
IDEs, so maybe it won’t be long before one or both of them can be included in that
category. Having used both applications since their introduction, I no longer use interactive
SAS very often, and find their editing features to be far superior to those I used in
interactive SAS. I am left wondering why the SAS marketing department decided to position
Enterprise Guide as a programming environment for non-programmers!
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